Level 2A
Comprehension Resource Book

All directions and text on these worksheets are decodable. The skills and sight words needed for each title are listed inside each Decodable Reader. Additionally, students will need to learn these key direction and question word(s):

who        what        was
or
Deb and Ross on the Job

1. What is Deb’s problem?

2. Who will help Deb?

3. List 4 things that Ross did to help Deb.

4. Tell what Deb felt when the job was through.

5. Tell what Ross felt when the job was through.
Help!

1. What did Jon and Nell do?

2. What was the problem Jon and Nell had?

3. What did Jon do? Did that help?

4. What did Nell do? Did that help?

5. What did Jon’s dad do?
Watch the Frog Hop

1. Tell what Beth had.


2. What did Liz want to do?


3. What did Beth do to get the frog to hop?


4. What did happen when the frog was full of bugs?
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Chad’s Problems

1. What was Chad’s plan?
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________

2. What did Chad get up to do?
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________

3. What did happen to the quilt?
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________

4. What did Chad do to fix that problem?
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________

5. What problems will Chad fix next?
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
Bad Luck?

1. What did the duck do when it was sad?

2. Who sat next to the duck?

3. What was in the man’s lunch bag?

4. What was the man’s bad luck?

5. What luck did happen to the duck at the end?
Tricks Will Not Fetch

1. What was Rick’s problem with Tricks?

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

2. What did Mitch think Rick can call Tricks?

________________________________________________________________________

3. What did happen when Rick said, “I will call him Lump”?

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

4. What did Tricks do when Rick did pitch a stick?

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

5. Is Rick glad or sad?

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________
The Whale

1. What did the men watch?

2. What was the whale’s problem?

3. Who came to help the whale?

4. What did the men do to pull the whale off the sand?

5. What did the men do then?
The Long Hike

1. Who went on the hike?

2. When Mike and Clare get to the big rock, what happens?

3. What did Clare give to the rabbit?

4. What did the rabbit do next?

5. Who did not want to get up?

6. What will Mike do next time?
A Scare

1. What did Nate do at the shed?

__________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________

2. What is Nate’s problem?

__________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________

3. What did Dad do to get rid of the snake?

__________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________

4. Who got the pole?

__________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________

5. What did happen next?

__________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________

6. Tell of a time that you had a scare.

__________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________
A Valentine

1. What is a valentine?
   __________________________________________________________
   __________________________________________________________
   __________________________________________________________

2. Who likes to get valentines?
   __________________________________________________________
   __________________________________________________________
   __________________________________________________________

3. What can you put in a valentine?
   __________________________________________________________
   __________________________________________________________
   __________________________________________________________

4. Who do you hope will send you a valentine?
   __________________________________________________________
   __________________________________________________________
   __________________________________________________________
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